Geoscience Online Learning Initiative (GOLI)
AGI/AIPG Webinar/Seminar
Nonexclusive License Agreement

Webinar/Seminar:
Presenter/Author:
Address:
e-mail:
Date:
In connection with the subject webinar/seminar, I have submitted or will be submitting, or will be
distributing materials as the “INSERT NAME” webinar/seminar (submitted materials) which include an
agenda for the webinar/seminar (or my portion of the webinar) that I have developed on my own or
based on an agenda provided by the American Geosciences Institute (AGI)/ American Institute of
Professional Geologists (AIPG).
1. I acknowledge that I am the owner of all of all of the rights which may be claimed in the
submitted materials (including any copyright) or my employer is the owner of all rights which
may be claimed in the submitted materials (including any copyright) and has authorized me to
make this submission and grant nonexclusive rights specified in this agreement; or to the extent
that someone other than me or my employer contributed to the submitted materials, including
by a work made for hire arrangement I have obtained necessary consent(s) from and all such
person and entities that own any other copyrights and other rights in the submitted materials to
make this submission and to grant nonexclusive rights specified in this agreement.
2. I acknowledge that I am authorized to make this submission, enter into this license, and grant
the royalty-free nonexclusive rights specified in this agreement. I further acknowledge by
granting the rights specified here, I am not violating any rights of any third parties, including but
not limited to any copyrights held by third parties or the right of privacy of any third party, and
that the submission represents my original work. I hereby acknowledge the sufficiency and
adequacy of the consideration for this agreement.
3. I hereby grant to AGI and AIPG a royalty-free, worldwide, perpetual, nonexclusive right and
license to use and to authorize others to use the submitted materials including without
limitation in the following ways:
i) To copy or have copied or adapt all or portions of the submitted materials for the sale or
distribution or inclusion in any compilation for sale or distribution so long as there is
attribution given to me____, my employer ____, or my employer and me_____(check one
option);
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ii) To record my oral presentation at the above webinar/seminar and copy, adapt, distribute
and sell copies of that recorded presentation in any form, including without limitation digital
form and Internet streaming, as long as proper attribution is given as specified in
subparagraph i) above;
iii) To make my materials, including any recording of my presentation, available in digital form
on a computer system such as the internet for viewing and copying by others, or through
any other means of transmission, display or performance now existing or in the future
developed, as long as proper attribution is given as specified in subparagraph i) above;
iv) To sell reprints of my submitted materials, any recording of my oral presentation and any
compilation of submitted materials so long as there is an appropriate attribution as
provided on the materials or as specified in paragraph i) above;
v) To use my name, likeness, voice and biographical information along with any materials and
my oral presentation to promote AIPG and AGI’s products and services.
4. I acknowledge that by granting limited rights to AGI and AIPG, AGI and AIPG (AGI/AIPG) have no
obligation to report to me about any suspected infringement of any proprietary rights in my
materials or to sue for infringement of any such rights of any such materials which are subject to
this agreement.
5. I further acknowledge that AGI/AIPG shall have the right to use the agenda that I create or assist
in creating in connection with the subject webinar and otherwise in connection with its business
including use of the agenda in connection with other webinars/seminars sponsored by AIPG
and/or AGI or as a sample agenda on which to base the agenda for other AGI/AIPG
webinars/seminars.
6. I further acknowledge that the limited rights granted to AGI and AIPG by this agreement shall
survive even if the webinar/seminar is cancelled or rescheduled or if I am unable to participate
in the scheduled seminar/webinar.
7. I further acknowledge that by granting limited rights to AGI/AIPG, AGI and AIPG are not
obligated to review or otherwise analyze my submitted materials for correctness or
appropriateness.
8. I further acknowledge that AGI/AIPG may assign any of its rights under this agreement to any
person or entity.
9. I further acknowledge that under this agreement I am (or my employer is) retaining ownership
of the submitted materials, and I (or my employer) therefore may use those submitted materials
consistent with such ownership rights, subject to the nonexclusive license granted to AGI/AIPG.
10. I shall indemnify AGI/AIPG, its officers, directors, employees, and members from and against any
and all claims, suits, liabilities, judgments and damages relating to: any breach of the
representations and warranties that I make in paragraphs 1 and 2, above, and the use of the
materials that I submit, including claims that such materials infringe or violate anyone else’s
copyrights or proprietary rights.
11. I recognize that federal and state regulations concerning marketing by e-mail, print media, and
similar methods make it necessary for AGI/AIPG to review and approve any promotional,
advertising, or marketing materials and messages regardless of who distributes such marketing
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materials that identify AGI/AIPG, however indirectly. I agree to submit all such proposed
marketing materials for review and approval by AGI/AIPG and to distribute them only with
AGI/AIPG’s expressed approval. I also agree that any such distribution will be limited as to
comply with any e-mail or similar requirements to which I or AGI/AIPG may be subject. I
understand that this may require AGI/AIPG’s editing of any proposed distribution list to remove
people who have asked AGI/AIPG not to market to them. I agree to submit all proposed
marketing lists that I will use for distributing such marketing materials to AGI/AIPG for editing,
and further to agree not to distribute and such marketing materials to people who have asked
AGI/AIPG not to market them.

Author/Presenters Name (Print) ____________________________________________
Author/Presenter’s Signature______________________________________________
Date signed________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

The American Institute of Professional Geologists (AIPG) was founded in 1963 to certify the credentials of
practicing geologists and to advocate on behalf of the profession. AIPG represents the professional
interests of all practicing geoscientists in every discipline. Its advocacy efforts are focused on the
promotion of the role of geology and geologists in society.
The American Geosciences Institute is a nonprofit federation of 50 geoscientific and professional
associations that represents more than 250,000 geologists, geophysicists, and other earth scientists.
Founded in 1948, AGI provides information services to geoscientists, serves as a voice of shared interests
in our profession, plays a major role in strengthening geoscience education, and strives to increase public
awareness of the vital role of the geosciences play in society's use of resources, resilience to natural
hazards, and the health of the environment.
American Geosciences Institute, 4220 King Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22302
Phone: (703) 379-2480 | Fax: (703) 379-7563 | keane@agiweb.org | Website: www.agiweb.org
American Institute of Professional Geologists, 12000 Washington St., Suite 285, Thornton, Colorado 80241-3134
Phone: (303) 412-6205 | Fax: (303) 253-9220 | aipg@aipg.org | Website: http://www.aipg.org
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